BLOOD BOWL LIVING RULEBOOK 6.0 RESUME
PREMATCH SEQUENCE
1) roll 2D6 on the Weather table
2) Transfer Gold from Treasury to Petty Cash
3) Take inducements:
a) Bloodweiser Babes (0-2): 50000 gp
b) Bribes (0-3): 100000 gp
c) Extra Team Training (0-4): 100000 gp
d) Halfling Master Chef (0-1): 300000 gp
e) Igor (0-1): 100000 gp
f) Mercenaries (Unlimited): various price
g) Star player (0-2): various prices
h) Wandering Apothecaries (0-2): 100000 gp
i) Wizards (0-1): 150000 gp
4) Work out the number of Fans and FAME:
If doubles are rolled: ignore the result of the Improvement table
and take a skill from any skill category (Normal or Double column)
a) Number of Fans: (2D6+Fan Factor)x1000
b) If you have more fans than opponent: +1 FAME for the match
c) If you have twice as many or more fans than opponent: +2 FAME for the match
5) Determine sequence of play
POST-MATCH SEQUENCE
1) Improvement rolls
a) allocate MVP
b) update Star Player Points (SPP)
c) if necessary roll on the improvement table for the players who levelled up
2) Update Team Roster
a) delete dead players
b) if it is the case, modify a levelled up player’s value
3) Generate winnings for the match c):
every coach gets: (1D6+FAME)x10000 gp + 10000 if you won or tied the match. The
winner can reroll the dice
4) Spiralling expenses
a) each coach must now pay for spiralling expenses ( 0 expenses up to a TV of 1’749’499)
5) Modify Fan Factor
- if a coach lost or tied rolls 2D6, while the winner rolls 3D6
- if a coach won or tied and the roll is greater than his current value, his fan factor increases by
one point
- if a coach lost or tied the match and the roll is lower than his current value, his fan factor
decreases by one point
6) Gold transfer from Petty Cash to Treasury
a) buy/fire new players, re-rolls (double-cost)
b) hire/fire the journeyman: if hired for the rookie cost he loses the Loner skill but may retain any SPP he earned
or skills learned from improvement rolls
7) If you have 10 or less players YOU MAY bring Journeymen (player from 0-16 or 0-12). A Journeyman
counts his normal rookie cost toward your team value BUT HAS THE LONER SKILL.
8) Work out the total value of the team
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INJURY AND CASUALTY

KICK OFF
Kick off sequence:
1) place the ball onto the
pitch
2) scatter the ball (1 D8 for
direction and 1D6 for
distance
3) Roll on the kick-off table
4) the ball bounces
5) (touchback)

Ball into crowd:
1) D6 for direction
2) 2D6 for distance counting
form the square where the
ball was before leaving the
pitch
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